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Observe Energy Efficiency Day Every Day 
 

Beginning in 2016, the first Wednesday in October has been celebrated around the world as 

Energy Efficiency Day.  The Energy Efficiency Day message is simple: “Save Money. Cut 

Pollution. Create Jobs.”  The Public Service Commission frequently passes along suggestions 

that can help conserve energy.  Here are a few easy tips in the spirit of Energy Efficiency Day. 

 

Switch to LED light bulbs.  LEDs last up to 25 times longer and consume up to 90% less 

electricity than incandescent bulbs. This simple switch could save up to $75 annually on your 

electric bill.  Turn off the electronics.  We frequently leave electronics plugged in that are not in 

use.  If a light is showing, power is flowing.  Use a power strip to turn off multiple items at once. 

 

Seal leaks around windows and doors.  Caulk and weather stripping are inexpensive ways to 

block leaks that waste heating and cooling energy, which account for nearly half of your home’s 

energy consumption.  Check around light switches, power outlets, chimneys and recessed 

lighting.  Use draft guards under your doors for even more savings.  Adjust the thermostat when 

you are not home.  Keep your home comfortable when you are there, but don’t over heat an 

empty house.  A programmable thermostat can make this easy to do.  Change your HVAC filters 

regularly.  A dirty filter slows air flow and makes the system work harder.  Now is the time to 

get a winter tune-up.  During colder months, open the curtains on west- and south-facing 

windows during the day.  Let the sunlight heat your home naturally. 

 

Wash laundry in cold water.  Ninety percent of the energy your washer uses comes from heating 

water.  And be sure to run full loads whenever possible.  Air drying will save even more.  Use 

your dishwasher more efficiently.  Skip the heated drying option and let the dishes air dry by 

opening the door at the end of the washing cycle. 

 

I hope these suggestions will help you lower your energy bill and conserve our valuable 

resources.  Energy Efficiency Day is observed once a year, but its message should live with us 

every day. 
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